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About This Game

In the year 2048, a high-altitude airliner built to carry man’s dreams crashed, leading to the loss of countless lives. At the same
time, following the unforeseen death of Amamiya Daigo -- the astronaut once lauded as a hero -- the field of space development

entered a period of stagnation.

Two years later, in 2050, Hinata Youichi attends high school as the sole survivor of the crash, his memories lost from the shock
caused by the accident. After jointly founding the so-called Space Club, Youichi and his friend Amamiya Ginga, the son of

Amamiya Daigo, spent their school days building a rocket -- until one fateful night, a mysterious young girl called Aries crash-
lands near them, her memories also lost from the shock of the landing.

Youichi, unable to leave Aries to fend for herself, decides to take the girl in, and so the two begin their new lives under the same
roof ...
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It`s nice game. Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
pretty good. I would recoomend now due to updates especially the edition of the Tuturial making the game more user freindly
before it felt like a simulated tech demo. happy to report the game is being developed steadily improving remeber it still is in
early access.. FPS puzzle adventure, about diggin caves, building bridges, ramps etc... Got it cheap 0,79\u20ac, worth easily full
price or even more.. Demo available if u r not sure about it.. Really enjoyed this game really liked the art style.
Its different to other point & click games with the music mixed in with it.
I did enjoy the story.
The game isn't to long at about 6 hours.
I didn't come across any bugs like others have said.
It can get a bit confussing at times as you control quite afew different charcters.. One of the only roguelikes that has really been
able to captivate me. I always end up liking the concept when I read about some roguelike game, but after spending 10h or so on
it, I bounce off. Caves of Qud (CoQ) has had me stick with it far longer, and it still feels like I have so much more in it to
explore.

My first roguelike was Cataclysm: Dark Days Ahead. Massive and open-world, with tons of content. The idea of the game itself
is amazing, but in the end I bounced off because so much of the playtime went to boring inventory management. In CoQ, I feel
like the level of inventory management you need to do depends mostly on your own taste. My first playthrough or two I was
picking up and hauling everything to sell, but thanks to some advice from CoQ's lovely Discord I soon got into better habits and
enjoy the game a lot more.

My second roguelike was Dungeon Crawl: Stone Soup (DCSS). From a game design perspective, I think the people working on
DCSS have some really great first principles that they follow. Combat is fun. No boring item management. But after playing it
for maybe twenty hours, I still fell off. I felt like I'd already seen all I would need to see. Deeper in the dungeon there would just
be more powerful monsters, with more imposing names, and not much else.

I guess this is where CoQ shines brightest. Even though I've been playing it a lot, I feel like I'm discovering curious and
interesting and funny and weird things every time I play. The combat and leveling and whatever is all fun, but that alone won't
do it for me unless I feel that I'm going through it for a reason. And in CoQ, the mysterious allure of all that's out there is a good
enough reason in itself. Through chrome jungles we'll crawl. We'll discover a lot of procedurally generated content, some of it
amazing, some of it amusing. But unlike most procedurally generated worlds, the sense of meaningless\/emptiness porridge isn't
there. Someone's been through here, adding an artist's human touch. Every time we see a new thing, a monster, a type of wall, a
plant or slime, we're in for a treat. Descriptions of everything is lovingly handcrafted.

The game is poetic, and its world has one of the strongest senses of "place" I've ever experienced in a game.

Also the music & sound design is really nice, just wish there was more of it! ( and I'm so happy the game is still being actively
developed, since so much more of everything arrives each week ). Really cool game, a old styled mmo.
A few bugs, but the Dev is right on fixing them "Props to you madziikoy"

6 Main classes
Great party play
Really nice community

Dont let the current reviews stray you away from this game, they will get better as time goes on, and bugs are fixed up!

I will def be playing more of this.

Also you can choose any name you want, since its new. I like that.
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Computer started acting very funny after this game was installed.Use at your own RISK!. I very much would like to play this
game, but despite the stats of it claiming there is "full controller support," the game does not recognize my controller.

I have an F310 Logitech controller; I have tried switching between Dinput and Xinput, to no avail. I've tried to find 3rd party
software that might help bridge the gap, but I've come up empty-handed on that. I play on a Mac, and I've played numerous
games on Steam with no problem; this is the first one I've run into in which despite my research and modification efforts, I
cannot get the controller to work.

Because I really wanted to give this game a chance, I tried playing with the keyboard controls. I unfortunately kept dying in the
tutorial forest grove because I cannot re-bind the keys to something that feels more natural to my style of play.

This is highly disappointing. Please do not advertise full controller support if you don't actually offer it.. First off - The Bad
Most people are screaming because despite Gravel being similar to nearly every other
Bugbear like racer, the campaign is only about one fourth the size of those games; Gravel
relies heavily on multiplayer to extend it's value.
As an extra kick in the nads Gravel is marginally larger than what's sold in the over-priced
vanilla package but the DLC only extends the game a bit longer
Also the campaign menu screen oboxiously displays empty Tournament/Level boxes where said DLC would be
had you bought it.
For the Vanilla + all DLC you will find you can get Gravel for around forty if you wait for sale
which is what I did and why I don't suffer buyers remorse

The Good (Sorta)
The controls in Gravel are so well tuned that you don't have to mess with them at all unless, for some reason,
you're testing out different driving tactics
In fact, Gravel is so well polished in the vehicle handling department that you will find yourself finishing first
in every race as long as you've been seasoned by other racers and put fair effort into the game
Does this mean the A.I. is stupid? Not at all, the A.I. just isn't coded to cheat and make the game artificially more difficult
forcing the player to grind up better parts like in most other racers - Crew 2 immediately comes to mind.
If you're good at racing games and apply full concentration you will find yourself ripping quickly through the already short
campaign; Once again, not because the game is too easy but rather because it's the first game of its type to be fair.

Verdict - If you can score Gravel and all DLC content for $40 or less I can highly recommend
but when compared to the amount of content offered in similar racers any more than $40 for the
whole kit-and-kaboodle is pretentious.. Super Hexagon itch = scratched! Need to play a lot more, but it already looks like a
masterpiece of arcade gameplay. Fast, fund, challenging and very pleasing visually!. Dead game no season and no player.
stuck in tutorial.

player say it taked hours to have a battle soo they quit.
no bots to play singleplayer except 2 little tutorial battle.

notice are like 200 days old. It has a steep learning curve, some things are not explained well enough, but overall it can be a fun
game if you decide to stick through the first couple of hours. And the dev actively engages with the community to improve the
game.. Combat is too easy, mostly just a waiting game. That's all there is in the beginning, especially in the tutorial. By the way,
I never could figure out how to capture the dungeon heart in the tutorial, so I didn't even complete that part of the game! Too
boring and kinda confusing at times. Don't buy this game.. Ayy that's pretty good
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